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In all cases summarized here, including our own five 
subjects, only one chromosomc of the homologous pair 17 
had the structural variant. Two questions about this 
morphological deviation, however, remain unanswered. 
First, is the constricted terminal segment a satellite and, 
second, is the secondary constriction a "nucleolar organ· 
izcr"? Consequently wc cannot decide whether this is a 
"SAT-chromosome"·,9, like the acrocentric satellite 
chromosomes of the D and G group. Others have observed 
marker 17 involved in "satellite association". In our 
material we have seen this only six times in 350 meta
phases, and so do not think that the constriction in the 
short arm of the marker 17 is a real "SAT-zone". 

According to an observation of Miller et al."l, chromo
somes 17-18 should frequently be situated at the periphery 
of the metaphase figure. There has been no direct confirma
tion of this finding by autoradiography. Because marker 
17 was easily identified in our subjects, we can show that 
in 95 per cent of the scored cells this chromosome is 
indeed situated at the periphery. In view of previous 
observations of a marker 17, it secms likely that there is a 
real structural polymorphism in chromosome 17. 
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Effects of Two Kinds of Distance 
Information on Visual Judgments of 
Absolute Size 
IF a person is asked to make a judgment of the distance 
between him and some object which he is viewing, and 
if he has no cues on which to base such a judgment, it 
seems plausible to suppose that he could make the judg
ment if he knew how large the stimulus actually was. 
Whether or not subjects can take size information into 
accoWlt when making visual judgments of absolute 
distance in completely reduced conditions has been the 
subject of some controversyl-5. Recent results· have 
suggested, however, that this does happen, whether size 
information is contributed by past experience with the 
visual stimulus, by means of a haptic comparison-object, 
or verbally. 

If subjects can combine information about the physical 
size of an object with information about its retinal sub
tense in order to judge its distance, then they might be 
able to make judgments of sizc when provided with 
information about the distance of an object which is 
being viewed in completely reduced conditions. Although 
the effect of size information on the judgment of distance 
has frequently been investigated, the analogous effect of 
distance information on judgments of size has not previ
ously been examined. 

Three groups of twenty-four subjects (undergraduates 
at the University of Sydney) participated, each seated in 
a light-tight dark room. They viewed the stimulus with 
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the preferred eye through a vicwing tube and a reduction 
screen. The stimulus was a patch of light (a base-down 
equilateral triangle with 8 inch sides), which was 15 feet 
away from the subject and at his eye level when he was 
seated at the viewing tube. Previous work" had demon
strated that unwanted residual cues to size and distance 
are absent from such an experimental arrangement, and 
that the end of the viewing tube does not form a visible 
frame around the stimulus. All that the subject could see 
in this case was a bright triangle of light against a Wliform 
black backgroWld. 

Group 
1 
2 
3 

Mea.n 
(inches) 

3·44 
7'81 
8·90 

Table 1. SIZE ESTHIATES 

S.D. 

3'38 
2·86 
4·42 

Range 
(inches) 

0·5-7'5 
5'0-12'0 
4'0-15,0 

Semi-interquartile 
range (inches) 

2'00 
1·70 
2·76 

Each subject was requested to estimate, in fcet and 
inches, the length of the base of the stimulus. Subjects 
in group 1 were given no information about the distance 
of the stimulus; they constituted a control group. Sub
jects in group 2 were informed that the stimulus was 
15 feet from them. SUbjects in group 3 were seated with 
their back to one wall of the room, looking across at the 
opposite wall which was 15 feet from their end of the 
viewing tube. These subjects had spent an hour of each 
of the preceding 23 weeks of term-time in laboratory 
sessions in this room, and so it was anticipated that the 
far wall would possess a "familiar distance" analogous 
to the familiar size possessed by such objects as playing 
cards or matchboxes. Each subject in this group was also 
asked for an estimate of the distance of the stimulus, after 
he had estimated its size. The mean of their distance 
estimates was 14'41 feet (with a standard deviation of 
4·89 feet). Because this value was close to the true value, 
15 feet, it may be maintained that the experiment was 
successful in realizing the condition of "familiar distance". 

The size estimate results are shown in Table 1. The 
means for groups 2 and 3 were significantly different 
from the mean for the control group (t=4·71, df=46, 
P<O·OOI; t=4·67; df=46, P<O'OOI respectively) and 
neither of the former means were significantly different 
from the actual size of the stimulus, which was 8 inches. 

It is quite clear, then, that each source of distance 
information contributed effectively to the subjects' 
judgments of absolute size. Whether distance information 
was obtained verbally, or by means of prior experience 
of the experimental situation, subjects were able to com
bine this distance information with information con
tributed by the retinal subtense of the stimulus to judge 
the size of the stimulus. Not only does this demonstrate 
that the absolute size of a single retinal image has per
ceptual consequences, a proposition which Gogel' and 
Hochberg7 have asserted to be false, but it indicates 
that, just as familiar size and verbally indicated size 
operate as cucs for jUdgments of distance, so familiar 
distance and verbally indicated distance operate as cues 
for judgment of size. 
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